JOB VACANCY
(Senior Service Engineer WT)

A company that focuses primarily on the growing water treatment industry (Brand: ZI-CHEM Chemical Water Treatment) in Indonesia needs some personnel for Senior Service Engineer WT who likes challenges with the following qualifications i.e:

A. Hard skill
   1. Minimal S1 University (Preferred Field of Analyst / Chemical Engineering)
   2. IPK ≥ 3.00
   3. Minimum work experience as engineer in Water Treatment 6-8 years
   4. Mastering MS Office and its Application on the Internet
   5. Preferred familiar in water treatment industry and its applications.
   6. Understand English Engineering and Correspondence
   7. Have sim A and C

B. Soft skill
   1. Ability to work under pressure and over hours (Target Oriented)
   2. Able to work independently (Remote Office)
   3. Honest, disciplined, accommodating, altruist, reliable, and creative
   4. Preferably who actively organize and have a wide association

Appealing remuneration is available to anyone who passes the selection. This job vacant is closed on November 30th, 2019.

Send your application via to:

Denny S. Mukti
Business Dev Manager PT BAHANA ANDALAN PASTI

M1: +62 812.87.999.175 | M2/WA: +62 815.85.215.216
|E: denny.mukti@bap-zi-chem.com | http://www.ptbap.co.id